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Introduction

The gaming industry is booming and everyone is
rushing to create the next big thing that will shake the
industry. We are here because we want to do this
together and we want to build a friendly ecosystem
that has the focus on you, the player, the owner, and
the main actor of this virtual world.

We are starting this journey with the main goal to
create a fun game for your entertainment.

NFTs are at the center of this goal and horse racing
will be a “play to earn” game, where you will compete
with others to win and have fun.

We want to introduce more and more people to the
Elrond blockchain and the NFT world in general.

Why Elrond?
We believe that no other blockchain has a better
foundation than Elrond, Maiar Wallet gives you
the opportunity to address a very big audience
without complicated tools, just your phone,
while the fees are minimal. As we plan to
expand in the mobile segment, this is a natural
choice.



NFT Collection

The first drop will be a total of 10010 NFT.

55 Unique Horses

5 Rarities

30 Bubble designs 

7 Badge

4 Unique Abilities

Each Horse is designed individually by the @ms_beesa and has its own personality whose story you must write



Rarities

Common – 7150 NFTs | Stats limit: Speed 4-9 | Endurance 3-9 | Agility 3-9 | Luck 5-10

Rare – 1980 NFTs | Stats limit: Speed 9-14 | Endurance 8-12 | Agility 8-12 | Luck 9-15

Ultra Rare – 660 NFTs | Stats limit: Speed 14-18 | Endurance 12-16 | Agility 12-16 | Luck 15-20

Epic – 165 NFTs | Stats limit: Speed 19-22 | Endurance 17-20 | Agility 17-20 | Luck 20-23

Legendary – 55 NFTs | Stats limit: Speed 25 | Endurance 25 | Agility 25 | Luck 25



NFT DROP

Whitelisted Price: 0.1EGLD they will 
have 1000 NFTs reserved

Between 1001 and 4000 the price for 
each NFT will be 0.2 EGLD.

Between 4001 and 10010 the price will 
increase to 0.3EGLD each.

Launching date: 22.02.2022 

Marketplace: Trust.Market



Horses Racing

The gate is open, and you see your horse running in
the back of the crowd. You know that he can do
better and that his Endurance/Speed/Agility will
make him the winner. Another 300m to the finish,
the sprint kicks in and in the end, you are the
winner. The rushing adrenaline is going to be a 1-2
min race where you will compete against the other
11 players.

You submit your horse in the queue, the system
selects 12 random horses and matches them in a
competition.

The rewards are in ESTAR Token and will progressively diminish with every new Breeding Drop.



Gameplay

Racecourse

They can be categorized by Stamina cost and
Distance.

The more Stamina it costs you to join the race, the
better you will be rewarded as the winner. Your
stats have different roles, depending on the
distance of the race: your Speed and Agility are a
bonus on short distances, and Speed and
Endurance are your best companions on long
distance routes.

You will always need some luck in order to win
the races, but the 3 stats Speed / Agility /
Endurance are what really make your horse a
winner.

Structures
- Stable
Each level unlocks you the possibility to supplement 
with more horses each day.

- Riding school
Each level gives you a stamina boost on each horse; 
the basic amount is 100 stamina

- Vet
Each level speeds up the stamina regeneration

- Tack Shop
Each level grants you a bonus ESTAR Reward on every 
winning race

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

10 20 30 40 50

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

20 40 60 80 100

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

5% 10% 15% 20% 25%



Breeding Drop
To avoid the hyperinflation of horses flying everywhere and can ultimately crush the value of your assets,
we have elaborated a new system that gives you all the benefits and no added stress.

Every 3-6months we are going to do a Big Auction where we
will sell a new generation of Foals with new designs and stats.
The owner of a First-Generation Horse (you can identify them
from the OG sign on the right down corner) will split 20%
the royalty of every new generation sale. This will give the
original founders a steady stream of revenue just for holding
the horses he mint and gives us the opportunity to expand the
ecosystem and increase the number of players without
endangering your initial investment.

+ = Breeding the next generation of 
Champions



ESTAR

Total Supply 310.000.000 

Distribution:

60% Gameplay distribution

20% Team 2-year vest time

10% IDO Sale

5% Marketing

5% Airdrop

The main utility is to provide a powerful use case for the ESTAR Token, 
which will fuel our entire adventure and we hope that EquiStar is just 
the beginning of it. 
Part of the money raised on the NFT Collection will be used to create 
the liquidity pool on Maiar.Exchange, which will give you the 
opportunity to cash out early earnings and buy ESTAR tokens, if you 
trust the project.

Airdrop:
15.500.000 ESTAR Tokens will be distributed during the Airdrop
10.000.000  ESTAR to the mint
2.000.000    ESTAR Community Giveaways
2.000.000    Twitter Airdrop
500.000 Influencer Airdrop

Gameplay

Team

IDO

Marketing Airdrop



Follow us on
https://twitter.com/EquistarNFT

https://equistar.io/

https://medium.com/@equistar/


